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We perform two-dimensional coherent spectroscopy on CdSe=CdZnS core-shell colloidal quantum dots
at cryogenic temperatures. In the two-dimensional spectra, sidebands due to electronic coupling with CdSe
lattice LO-phonon modes are observed to have evolutions deviating from the exponential dephasing
expected from Markovian spectral diffusion, which is instantaneous and memoryless. Comparison to
simulations provides evidence that LO-phonon coupling induces energy-gap fluctuations on the finite
timescales of nuclear motion. The femtosecond resolution of our technique probes exciton dynamics
directly on the timescales of phonon coupling in nanocrystals.
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Colloidal quantum dots (CQDs), semiconductor nano-
crystals dispersed in solution, are the continued focus of
intense study due to their applications in many areas
including biological tagging [1], display technologies
[2], and photovoltaics [3]. The comprehensive understand-
ing of carrier dynamics required for CQD applications is
hindered by complexities resulting from electronic states
coupling to external degrees of freedom, such as vibrational
modes or charge configurations.
Fluctuations in the exciton resonance energy due to

interactions with the local environment, called spectral
diffusion, comprise the microscopic origin of dephasing
and are not well understood. Though such fluctuations have
been mitigated in other nanostructures, such as self-
assembled dots [4,5], this is not true for CQDs [6–9].
Spectral diffusion, which may be thought of as dynamic
inhomogeneous broadening, is challenging to study via
one-dimensional spectroscopic techniques since CQD
ensembles possess inherent static inhomogeneous broad-
ening due to dot size dispersion. Elucidating the physical
origins of resonance energy fluctuations in CQDs is vital to
optoelectronic applications of the material.
The interactions of excitons with their surroundings may

be considered either Markovian (resonance energy fluctu-
ations are instantaneous and uncorrelated) or non-
Markovian (timescales of the interactions and exciton
dynamics are comparable, and energy fluctuations are
correlated). In the Markovian regime, coherences dephase
exponentially at a rate 1=T2 and the physical origins of the
dephasing mechanisms are obscured. In the non-Markovian
regime however, the physical nature of the dephasing
interactions manifests as nonexponential evolution of
coherences [10]. Though it is known that phonon coupling
in semiconductors may induce non-Markovian dephasing

[11], the ns temporal resolution limit of spectrally-resolved
single dot studies [12,13] exceeds the correlation time of
the vibrational coupling in CQDs [14]. Indeed, without
access to exciton dynamics at timescales of the vibrational
coupling itself, studies of CQDs and their optical properties
have thus far assumed effective homogeneous broadening
in the Markovian limit [15–18]. A technique capable of
circumventing inhomogeneous broadening with femtosec-
ond time resolution is thus necessary to reveal signatures of
non-Markovian dynamics in CQDs.
Multidimensional coherent spectroscopy (MDCS) [19]

is a technique able to unfold the optical response of an
inhomogeneous ensemble of emitters with femtosecond
time resolution by correlating absorption, intraband
(Raman) [20], and emission spectra. By simultaneously
resolving the response of all constituent frequency groups
within the excitation bandwidth, the homogeneous
response of inhomogeneously broadened systems may be
efficiently studied [21,22]. However, MDCS studies on
CQDs are scarce and have been primarily at room temper-
ature [18,23–26], where coherences dephase in the
Markovian regime due to the large equilibrium phonon
population.
In this Letter, we apply MDCS at cryogenic temperatures

to study coherent dynamics of a CdSe CQD ensemble on
the femtosecond timescale. Spectrally separating third-
order responses that involve intraband coherences from
those that involve population states reveals differing tem-
poral behaviors. Comparison to simulation provides further
evidence that strong modification of exciton dephasing
occurs via coupling to longitudinal-optical (LO) vibrational
modes [27–29]. Beyond simply increasing the transition
homogeneous linewidth [18,30], we observe, for the first
time, that LO-coupling induces non-Markovian dynamics
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that directly reflect the resonance energy modulation by
nuclear motion in the nanocrystal.
MDCS records a four-wave-mixing (FWM) signal gen-

erated by three laser pulses as a function of two interpulse
delays (τ and T) and evolution time (t) after the third pulse.
The coherences excited by each pulse and their evolution
frequencies are spectrally resolved and correlated by
Fourier transforming the signal along their respective time
axes. Most commonly, the transformed variables are τ and
t, which results in a one-quantum spectrum with the
conjugate axes to τ and t representing the absorption
frequency ωτ and emission frequency ωt, respectively.
The coherence generated by the first pulse evolves with
negative phase for the rephasing signals [31] measured
here, which is reflected in negative values of ωτ. In this
study, we also record the signal as a function of delay T and
transform with respect to T and t, which generates a zero-
quantum spectrum with the same emission frequency axis
and the conjugate axis of T representing the intraband
coherence mixing frequency [32] ωT .
We use a multidimensional optical nonlinear spectrom-

eter (MONSTR) [33], which splits 90 fs pulses (collinearly
polarized, at a repetition rate of 250 kHz, and centered at a
wavelength of 605 nm) into four identical copies that are
independently delayed and arranged in the box geometry.
An excitation intensity of 4 W=cm2 generates a predomi-
nately third-order response as verified by power depend-
ence of the heterodyned signal. We study CdSe=CdZnS
core-shell CQDs of 2 nm core radius and 2.5 nm shell
thickness suspended in heptomethylnonane whose synthe-
sis procedure is detailed elsewhere [34]. The sample optical
density is 0.3 at the room-temperature 1S exciton absorp-
tion peak.
One-quantum spectra were acquired at a temperature of

20 K for delay T increasing from 0 fs to 675 fs at 25 fs
intervals. All spectra were relatively phased by maximizing
the absorptive line shape for one quadrature. We plot in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) the one-quantum spectrum at T ¼ 0 and
a slice perpendicular to the diagonal line. Two prominent
features of the spectrum are a zero-phonon line at ΔE ¼
Et − Eτ ¼ 0 and a surrounding broad pedestal at jΔEj <
10 meV due to coupling with lattice acoustic phonon
modes, which we will discuss in a future paper. Here,
we focus on sidebands observed at energies ΔE ≈
�26 meV (matching the LO phonon mode energy ℏωLO
of CdSe [35]), which are highlighted by the green and
yellow arrows in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). In Fig. 1(c) it can be
seen that Fourier transforming the evolution along time T
of the complex slices at ΔE ¼ −26 meV reveals a clear
peak indicative of quantum oscillations in time T corre-
sponding to allowed intraband coherences at the LO-
phonon energy. Such oscillations have previously been
observed in three-pulse integrated FWM experiments
[36,37], but were not spectrally resolved and correlated
in their absorption and emission dynamics.

These one-quantum data reveal two main nonintuitive
observations: (1) only the Stokes sideband exhibits oscil-
lations due to the LO-phonon coupling as a function of T
and (2) its Fourier spectrum in Fig. 1(c) is one sided.
Understanding the origin of these observations will give
further insight into the fundamental physical processes in
CQDs. Complicating the study of these one-quantum data
however, is the fact that the responses involving intraband
coherences during T appear at the same coordinates as
those involving population states during T. Overlapping
pathways on a one-quantum spectrum may be separated by

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 1. (a) Magnitude one-quantum spectrum at T ¼ 0. The
dashed line and solid red line indicate the diagonal
(jℏωτj ¼ jℏωtj) and plot slice location, respectively. The solid
black curve shows the spectrum of the excitation and local
oscillator pulses. (b) Magnitude and quadratures of the T ¼ 0 plot
slice centered at jℏωτj ¼ jℏωtj ¼ 2055 meV. (c) Fourier trans-
forms of the (twice zero-padded) complex evolutions of the
ΔE ¼ −26 meV and its conjugate ΔE ¼ þ26 meV points.
These slice positions are marked by arrows in (a) and (b). Inset
shows absolute value evolution of the ΔE ¼ −26 meV point.
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spectral filtering of the excitation pulses [38–40]. Another
method is to acquire zero-quantum spectra, which spectrally
separate intraband coherence pathway responses from
population state responses directly [32]. We thus acquire
zero-quantum spectra at τ spanning 0 fs to 550 fs, three of
which are plotted in Fig. 2. As τ increases, a sideband
appears at the LO-phonon energy ωT ¼ −26 meV. There is
also an asymmetry in the sideband formation as no peak is
observed at ωT ¼ þ26 meV, agreeing with the one-sided
spectrum in Fig. 1(c). Most interestingly, integrating the
spectrum over the blue and red dashed rectangles shown in
Figs. 2 and 3(b) reveals that both peaks strengthen during
early τ (130 fs for the ωT ¼ 0 peak and 250 fs for the
sideband). The full evolutions are shown in Figs. 3(c) and
3(d). To explain these observations, we simulate the sys-
tem’s response and its resultant zero-quantum spectra.
We simulate the optical response in two ways. First, we

model the resonant exciton transition coupled to both
acoustic continuum phonon and discrete LO-phonon
modes (see Supplemental Material [42]). Their spectral
densities [10], which characterize the frequency-dependent
exciton-phonon coupling strength, are taken to be a
Lorentzian centered at the LO-phonon energy [43] and a
super-Ohmic acoustic phonon spectral density derived for a
spherical quantum dot [44,45] with parameters found by
comparison to one-quantum spectra [46]. To gain physical

insight, we then neglect coupling to acoustic phonon modes
and simulate a system of levels consisting of Franck-
Condon transitions between ground and excited state
manifolds formed from ladders of states separated by the
LO-phonon energy [47]. The oscillator strengths between
states are proportional to their respective Franck-Condon
factors [48], which are functions of the Huang-Rhys
parameter S (characterizing the electronic-vibrational cou-
pling strength) and the initial or final vibrational excitation
number m=n. Because of our laser bandwidth of 30 meV
and decreasing transition strength with higherm and n, it is
assumed that the main transitions contributing to the signal
occur between the zeroth and first vibrational states in the
ground fjgi; jg̃ig and excited state manifolds fjei; jẽig as
shown in Fig. 3(a) The ensemble-averaged transitions
between these states then form the peaks of the simulated
zero-quantum spectrum in Fig. 3(b). We simplify our
simulation in two ways. First, since the sample temperature
of 20 K is much lower than the LO-phonon Boltzmann
temperature of 302 K, we assume all excited CQDs begin in
the ground state jgi. Second, we repeated the zero-quantum
experiment with co- and cross-circularly polarized excita-
tion and observed the same peak behaviors. Because the
CQD selection rules dictate (suppression) enhancement of
doubly excited transitions by (co-) cross-circular excitation
[49], we neglect transitions into doubly excited states in the
simulations.
To relate the observed peaks to evolution of coherences

and populations, Feynman diagrams are used, which
represent the quantum pathways that compose the system’s
perturbative response [10]. The signal measured in the
phase-matched direction is generated as follows: (1) The
first pulse generates an interband coherence that evolves
during τ at an energy within the laser spectrum, called a
one-quantum coherence. (2) The second pulse generates
either a population state or an intraband coherence that
evolves during T at an energy within the laser bandwidth,
called a zero-quantum coherence. (3) The third pulse
generates the last interband (one-quantum) coherence that
radiates as a coherent FWM signal during t. Explanations
of how the pathways represented by each diagrammap onto
peaks of a zero-quantum spectrum are given in the
Supplemental Material [42] and by Yang et al. [32]. We
show in Fig. 3(b) three example diagrams and the positions
at which their responses will appear on the simulated zero-
quantum spectra.
The quantum pathways associate each peak’s rise in τ

with evolution of interband coherences generated by the
first excitation pulse, and inclusion of non-Markovian
dynamics allows for a photon echo integration [50] rise
to occur. Non-Markovian dephasing line shapes are
commonly obtained by applying the cumulant expansion
to the spectral diffusion trajectory δωijðtÞ of a coherence
ρij, where i; j ¼ fg; e; g̃; ẽg, and truncating at second
order [10]

FIG. 2. Zero-quantum plots at τ ¼ 0 fs, 260 fs, and 550 fs as
indicated. Dashed blue and red boxes indicate the integrated areas
for their respective peak intensities. The relative normalizations
of each plot are indicated on the color bar.
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ρijðtÞ ∝ e−iωijthe−i
R

t

0
δωijðτÞdτi ≈ e−iωijte−gðtÞ; ð1Þ

where the line shape function gðtÞ is determined by the
correlation function CðtÞ ¼ hδωijðtÞδωijð0Þi [10]. Though
the correlation function may be studied by 3-pulse photon
echo peak-shift (3 PEPS) [51,52], reported 3 PEPS data
[14,53] are mainly dominated by a fast decrease in peak
shift and suffer from ambiguities due to coherent signals
during pulse overlap.
A zero-quantum spectrum simulated for the 4-level

system in Fig. 3(a) is plotted in Fig. 3(b), with non-
Markovian dephasing line shapes from the Kubo ansatz
CðtÞ ¼ Δω2e−ðjtj=τcÞ (where Δω and τc are the amplitude
and correlation time of the spectral diffusion) [31].
Comparison between experimental and simulated spectra
at τ ¼ 550 fs shows good agreement between peak posi-
tions and intensities. Crucially, we achieve this agreement
by assigning a large spectral diffusion amplitude Δω ¼
15 meV to “vibrationless coherences” (ρeg and ρge) and a
comparatively smaller amplitude Δωvib ¼ 3 meV to
“coupled coherences” (all ρij involving states g̃ and ẽ).
Because no sidebands appear if Δω ¼ Δωvib, the sideband
observed in experiment indicates strong modification of
dephasing dynamics via coupling to lattice LO vibrational

modes. However, Fig. 3(d) shows that matching the decay
rate at large τ in both models result in sideband rise times
much shorter than the 250 fs rise time observed from
experiment. Recently, Gellen et al. have reported broad-
ening of the homogeneous linewidth in CQDs due to LO-
phonon coupling [18]. However, the discrepancy between
experiment and simulation for the zero-quantum sideband
evolution indicates that dynamics induced by coupling to
LO modes are more complex than simply an increase in the
pure-dephasing rate. The non-Markovian signatures
observed may indicate an anharmonic phonon bath or even
breakdown of the usual second-order cumulant truncation
[54]. We emphasize that single-dot studies, which have
found similar line shapes for the zero-phonon line and
phonon replicas [55], are only sensitive to spectral diffusion
at > ns timescales that broaden all features uniformly.
To date, two regimes of spectral diffusion have been

identified, on the seconds [56] and sub-μs timescales [12].
Previous studies have focused on free surface charges
[13,57] and surface ligand rearrangement [13,56] as pos-
sible causes for the band-edge Stark shift [58] that leads to
spectral diffusion (to be contrasted with spectral diffusion
due to continuum scattering in higher-dimensional systems
[59]). The above theories are not sufficient to explain our

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic of the reduced 4-level system used to interpret the data. (b) Simulated zero-quantum spectrum at τ ¼ 550 fs with
the parameters S ¼ 0.3, τc ¼ τvibc ¼ 1 ps, Δω ¼ 15 meV, and Δωvib ¼ 3 meV. Three Feynman diagrams (1), (2), and (3) are shown
and their zero-quantum response positions fEemi; Emixg are fEg − ELO;−ELOg, fEg; 0g, and fEg þ ELO;þELOg respectively. (c),(d)
Evolution of the experimental and level system simulation Emix ¼ 0 and Emix ¼ −ELO peak intensities (integrated over the colored
boxed areas in (b)), respectively, as a function of delay τ. The peak intensity evolutions for spectral density simulations that include
acoustic mode coupling are plotted inset for SLO ¼ 0.3, 0.9, and 1.5. Oscillations at ωLO in (d) are due to polarization interference [41]
between separate quantum pathways.
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results, which clearly point to LO-phonon coupling as a
major factor in spectral diffusion on femtosecond time-
scales. We propose the random environmental perturba-
tions that cause energy gap fluctuations become less
dominant when nuclear motion is initiated in the LO mode.
The local fields induced by nuclear motion extend over
many unit cells—effectively over the entire core volume of
our CQDs. For CQDs grown with a shell structure, such as
for our sample, it is reasonable to expect that surface charge
dynamics are weak compared to Fröhlich coupling between
the exciton and local fields that synchronizes the exciton
motion with that of the CQD core lattice. The spectral
diffusion dynamics then approach timescales on the order
of the LO phonon period TLO ≈ 150 fs, and non-
Markovian evolution of coupled coherences may then
occur. It was also found for 3 nm radius bare core (no
shell) CQDs the anomalous dephasing dynamics largely
disappear (see Supplemental Material [42]). This supports
our model, since LO phonon coupling strength has been
shown both experimentally and theoretically to vary
weakly with dot size in the few-nm size regime [60].
We reason that removal of screening by a shell layer allows
surface charge effects to take precedence over LO-phonon
coupling.
In conclusion, we have found that spectral diffusion of

exciton resonances in CdSe CQDs is strongly modified in
the presence of coupled vibrational excitations. The non-
Markovian dephasing line shapes we have observed serve
as a direct probe of exciton-phonon coupling in CQDs on
their intrinsic timescales. In addition to advancing the
fundamental understanding of CQDs necessary to mitigate
spectral diffusion, these results will prove crucial in
applications of systems with strong vibrational coupling
towards areas in which pure decoherence is relevant (e.g.,
single-photon emission [61,62] and quantum information
[63,64]) and emphasize the largely unexplored physics of
CQDs in the femtosecond temporal regime.
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